
USING ONEROSTER 1.1 Enrollment Options



OVERVIEW
§ Accelerate’s LMS, the Agilix Buzz platform, is OneRoster 1.1 certified.
§ Buzz supports one-way bulk rostering via CSV file import which

enables districts to roster users, courses, enrollments, and observers 
through the IMS OneRoster 1.1 specification.

§ In order to use the OneRoster SIS Sync functionality in Buzz, certain 
domain settings must be configured and various SIS data elements 
mapped.

§ The initial setup to establish the proper linkage between the SIS and 
Buzz requires district resources that are proficient in working with 
OneRoster SIS exports.



ONEROSTER DATA ACTIONS

A OneRoster integration will create, update, and delete various records that 
shared with Buzz from the district SIS. Specifically, these records include:

§ Users: students, teachers, admins
§ Courses: district, school, and teacher master courses; section courses
§ Enrollments: student and teacher enrollments
§ Domains: Schools, districts, etc.
§ Observers: parents/learning coaches



CONSIDERATIONS
§ The district SIS must roster students in the same manner that students will be 

rostered in Buzz.
§ Example: K-5 students must be individually rostered in each subject.
§ Example: Students must be rostered by semester since Accelerate courses are set up as semester 

courses (i.e., first grade Math is comprised of  Math 1 A and Math 1 B)

§ When OneRoster import files are loaded into Buzz, all data in the files will be 
processed. Any filtering of  data must happen prior to the files being loaded.
§ Example: if the district only wants to load K-5 students into Buzz, they must filter out 6-12

students from their OneRoster export.
§ Example: if  the district only wants to load Accelerate course enrollments into Buzz, they must 

have a way to identify these courses in their SIS and filter out extraneous users and courses to 
prevent these from being passed into Buzz.



BUZZ DOMAIN CONFIGURATION
§ Within Buzz, the functionality to roster using OneRoster 1.1 files is known as the SIS 

Sync feature.

§ For step-by-step instructions on how to configure SIS Sync settings at your top-level 
domain, view this help article: How do I sync with Student Information Systems (SIS) 
in Buzz?

§ Note that only users with a domain role of  Administrator can set up, modify, or 
review SIS Sync information.

https://support.agilix.com/hc/en-us/articles/360046316392-How-do-I-sync-with-Student-Information-Systems-SIS-in-Buzz-


FILE STRUCTURE
The OneRoster 1.1 data model defines up to 
fourteen (14) files that can be used to exchange 
student information between an SIS and a platform 
such as Buzz. The Buzz SIS Sync feature relies
upon a subset of seven of  these files.

§ The various OneRoster 1.1 CSV files must be 
uploaded as a combined zip file. 

§ The encompassed files must be at the root level, 
i.e., they cannot be contained within an enclosing 
directory. 

§ There is no constraint on the name of  the zip file 
but it must have a file extension of  'zip'. Required OneRoster CSV files needed for Buzz SIS Sync.



DOMAIN MAPPING

§ The district’s domain structure in Buzz should mirror the organizational structure set up within the 
district’s SIS. 

§ Upon import, the orgs.csv file will generate a subdomain hierarchy to mirror the org hierarchy of  
the SIS.

§ The userspace of  the subdomains generated through the SIS Sync process will be a GUID that
may be problematic since the userspace becomes part of  the login URL for users. The userspace 
can be updated after the fact via an API call. Changing the userspace via this method will not break 
the linkage between Buzz and the SIS.

§ As a best practice, districts should set up and complete the mapping of  all domains/subdomains 
prior to processing any other OneRoster files. This can be accomplished by pushing through an 
import file with only the manifest and the orgs.csv files included. Note that the manifest will need 
to indicate that all other required files are absent.



COURSE MAPPING

§ The district must have a master course record in their SIS for each Accelerate course being used, and 
each course must be mapped to the corresponding Accelerate course within the district’s top level 
domain in Buzz. This connection is critical to ensuring that subsequent course sections are created as 
derivative course copies and inherit all of  the correct content from the base course. 

§ The first time it is run, the OneRoster integration will create a base course at the top level parent 
domain in Buzz. This course is created as an empty course shell because there is no pre-existing link 
between the courses in the OneRoster file and the courses that Accelerate has provisioned to the 
customer domain. In order to link the Accelerate courses to the master courses in your SIS:
§ Allow the initial OneRoster integration to generate a set of  empty base courses in Buzz. 
§ Take the external ID from each of  the newly created base courses and move the external ID to the correct 

Accelerate base (master) course in your district domain. 

§ Delete the external ID from the undesired empty base course generated by the initial integration (or delete 
that course altogether). 

§ Repeat these steps for each course.



COURSE MAPPING 

§ The next time the sync runs, it will update the base courses to point to the 
Accelerate courses. 

§ As a best practice, districts should set up and complete the mapping of  all master 
courses prior to processing the classes.csv file. This can be accomplished by pushing 
through an import file with only the manifest, orgs.csv and courses.csv files included. 
Note that the manifest will need to indicate that other required files are absent.



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES



IMS GLOBAL
The IMS Global Learning Consortium has established OneRoster as the 
recognized standard for securely sharing class rosters and related data 
between a student information system (SIS) and learning management 
system (LMS).  For more information about OneRoster, please access these 
imsglobal.org resources:

§ IMS Introduction to OneRoster 1.1

§ IMS OneRoster CSV Tables

§ IMS OneRoster 1.1 Specifications

https://www.imsglobal.org/oneroster-11-introduction
https://www.imsglobal.org/oneroster-v11-final-csv-tables
https://www.imsglobal.org/oneroster-v11-final-specification


SIS SYNC FAQS
Buzz has published a SIS Sync FAQs document that provides a wealth 
of  information about frequently asked questions related to the SIS 
Sync functionality. 

https://support.agilix.com/hc/en-us/articles/360046690291-SIS-Sync-FAQs
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